The Ice Dragon

By Owen Sime
This story takes place in the future, in a forest near a mountain range.
On the mountainside, a huge grey rock blocks the entrance to a cave, a cave where the evil King of the Cave sits on his throne. The evil king rules over his Cave People.
The Blocking Rock is a hollowed-out space, where the people store things. The group of people come in and out through the hole. Zack the Warrior is one of the Blocking Rock people.
Beyond, the cave has many passages that wind through the mountain.
The Cave People get lost if they don’t have a map. Since the King blocked the only above-ground entrance to the cave, everyone has to use the underground opening.
Then an ice dragon came to try to take over the cave. He found the entrance to the underground tunnel.
He froze everybody. All of the people, except Zack the Warrior are frozen.

He didn’t freeze because he is magic.
Zack wins. He slays the dragon. In 100 years, the cave people thaw out.

The end. The people celebrate with fireworks.